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Scarborough Waterfront Project.

The Scarborough Waterfront Project Team

Regards,

We look forward to seeing you at the meeting.

Please RSVP via Eventbrite:
https://scarboroughwaterfrontproject.eventbrite.ca

Click here to view the notice for the event.

If you require accommodation in order to participate in the PIC, please contact us
to discuss your accommodation requirements.

The purpose of the first Public Information Centre for the EA is to present the
Alternatives and provide an opportunity for the public to provide comments and
insight on the presented material.

Open House 5:00 – 7:00 pm
Presentation 7:00 pm
Q&A 7:45 pm
Discussion 8:00 pm

Thursday January 28, 2016
Qssis Banquet Halls, 3474 Kingston Rd, Scarborough

This is a reminder that the EA Public Information Centre #2 for the Scarborough
Waterfront Project is this week:

Reminder EA PIC#1 - January 28, 2016
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and implemented at a later date.

4/19/2016

McCarthy Trail will be determined as part of the Scarborough Waterfront Project Environmental Assessment

crushed stone and capping the surface of the trail with limestone screenings. The final design for the Doris

repairs will consist of filling ruts and rills with

approximately 3 weeks to complete. The interim

We anticipate that this work will take

interim repairs along the Doris McCarthy Trail.

removing excavated soil material and undertaking

Starting the week of April 18, 2016, staff will be

series of armourstone grade control weirs.

comprised of vegetated rock buttresses and a

failed culvert pipe with an open channel design

Creek. The solution consisted of replacing the

completed channel works along Bellamy Ravine

(TRCA) Engineering Projects group has

The Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

Doris McCarthy Trail – Maintenance Update

these relate to the Scarborough Waterfront Project. Stay tuned to our website for registration information.

the history of the waterfront, highlights of the natural environment, geological features in the area and how

will be stationed. The expert speakers will discuss

shoreline to three stops where expert speakers

Participants will travel in shuttle vans down to the

Meadowcliffe in the Project Study Area.

shoreline between the Guild Inn and

This event will consist of a free guided tour of the

on May 14, 2016.

that we will be hosting a second Shoreline Tour

September 2015, we are excited to announce

Project Shoreline Tour that was held in

success of our first Scarborough Waterfront

Mark your calendars! Due to the resounding

Second Scarborough Waterfront Project Shoreline Tour
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The tour is approximately 2 hours long. Please visit Eventbrite and click Register to select
your preferred time. We ask that participants arrive approximately 15 minutes prior to your

1. Guild Inn shoreline
2. Doris McCarthy Trail shoreline
3. Meadowcliffe shoreline

Shoreline Tour Route:

Start Location: St. Ursula Catholic School

Please join the Scarborough Waterfront Project Team for a free guided tour of the shoreline between
the Guild Inn and Meadowcliffe on Saturday, May 14, 2016. Learn about the history of the
waterfront, highlights of the natural environment, and geological features of the area. Participants will
ride in shuttle vans down to the shoreline to 3 stops where expert speakers will present information
about the Scarborough Waterfront and answer your questions. Following the tour, comment forms
will be distributed to gain your feedback.

Saturday May 14 - Shoreline Tour

Web Version | Update preferences | Unsubscribe
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Follow us on
Twitter:
@WaterfrontTRCA

Email us at:
waterfront@trca.on.ca

Visit our website:
www.trca.on.ca/swp

Comments? Questions?

Scarborough shoreline.

active all year long, so if you stay very still and quiet you may have the pleasure of watching mink on the

fallen out of fashion and no trapping occurs now in Toronto. Mink are curious animals by nature and are

Historically mink in Toronto would have also been trapped by people for its prized fur, but fur has largely

While mink are excellent predators, they can also be prey for red foxes, coyotes and great horned owls.

mom for the rest of the summer.

4/19/2016

start being fed prey. When the young are about 8 weeks old they start hunting, but may remain close to their

young are born in well concealed dens. They depend on their mother’s milk for about 5 weeks when they

At this time of year, in April, mink have already mated and are about to have litters. Usually 3 to 6 helpless

invasive round goby.

consequence to round goby populations, and they may in fact be one native species benefitting from the

serious negative impacts on native species. It’s unlikely that mink predation will have any significant

European ships. Round gobies live on the bottoms of lakes and rivers and have spread rapidly resulting in

of round goby, an exotic fish species accidently released into the Great Lakes in the ballast water from

running around than they did several years ago. This is likely because mink are capitalizing on the invasion

like crayfish. Regular visitors to Bluffer's Park and the Lake Ontario shoreline may have noticed more mink

muskrats, birds, rabbits, frogs and snakes. They also readily dive and swim to catch fish and invertebrates

they can catch including meadow voles, mice,

denning habitat. Mink will eat almost anything

shoreline, provide mink with both foraging and

Bluffer's Park, as well as the rocky Scarborough

The wetlands and woodlands in and around

with forests or woodlands and a rocky shoreline.

live in areas that are close to water, preferably

white chin patch. Mink are native to Ontario and

sleek body, very long tail and brown fur with a

family. They are easily identified by their long

aquatic, carnivorous member of the mustelid

American mink (Neovison vison) are a semi-

American Mink – Species Profile
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The Half Way House on Kingston Road at
Midland Avenue is a Georgian two-storey inn,
typical of pre-confederation taverns, built
around 1847 by Alexander Thompson to
serve the community of Mortlake (now
Cliffside) as a post office and a rest stop for
stage coaches traveling towards Pickering.
By 1898 the gravel roads of Scarborough
Township were frequented by weekend

Stories from the Bluffs - The Half Way House

Be sure to check out our new EA Info Sheet # 4.
This Info Sheet explains the process used to
determine the Preferred segment Alternatives
and provides details on the Evaluation Criteria
and Indicators used to rank the Alternatives.
Click here to view the new info sheet.

New EA Info Sheet

Participants travelled in shuttle vans to three
spots along the shoreline (Guild Inn, Doris McCarthy trail and Meadowcliffe) where expert speakers
provided information about each of the spots, including how they relate to the Scarborough
Waterfront Project.

Thanks to everyone who attended the
Scarborough Waterfront Project Shoreline
Tour on Saturday May 14. Despite the chilly
and rainy conditions, the tour was wellattended with participants having the
opportunity to learn about the shoreline of the
study area and speak with members of the
Project Team.

SWP Shoreline Tour Update
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Comments? Questions?

info@trca.on.ca
416-661-6600

Toronto and Region
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5 Shoreham Dr
Toronto, ON
M3N 1S4

Note: Due to the terrain of the area and availability of suitable vehicles, this tour unfortunately cannot
accommodate personal mobility devices such as wheelchairs or medical scooters. A virtual version
of the tour will be provided and posted to www.trca.on.ca/swp following the tour.

Please check the forecast on the day of the event and dress appropriately for the
weather/temperature (sunscreen, hat, water bottle, rain jacket, etc.). Comfortable, closed-toe shoes
are recommended. We also encourage participants to walk, cycle, carpool or take transit to the start
location as parking is limited. All registrants will be sent a waiver to sign prior to participating in the
Shoreline Tour. In the event of inclement weather, the tour will be cancelled and registrants will be
notified via email and the information will be posted on www.trca.on.ca/swp.

tour start time to sign-in.
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cyclists from Toronto who had snapped up
the new "Safety Bicycles" with air-filled
rubber tires, manufactured in North America
that year. In the 1900s the Half Way House
became a popular summer rendezvous for
the increasingly popular bicycle clubs in
Toronto. In 1962 the building was moved to
Black Creek Pioneer Village, but Kingston
Road remained a popular route for city
cyclists looking to explore rural parts of
Scarborough.
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for this project is contributing to creating a waterfront experience that can be
treasured by all.

that will improve the natural environment of the area, while striking a balance
between protecting its cultural heritage and creating safe public access to and
along the waterfront. Everyone involved in the Environmental Assessment process

This project aims to create an 11 km trail between Bluffers Park to East Point Park

Reference phase).

This was the second public meeting for the Environmental Assessment phase of
the Scarborough Waterfront Project (prior meetings were held during the Terms of

Scarborough Waterfront Project Environmental Assessment!

Thank you to everyone who attended Tuesday's Public Information Centre for the

Tuesday's Public Information Centre

Scarborough Waterfront Project Update

Share
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2. A detailed assessment of the revised Overall Preferred Alternative
will be undertaken as the Detailed Effects Assessment.
3. The refined Overall Preferred Alternative and Detailed
Effects Assessment will be presented to the public for feedback.

1. The Preliminary Overall Preferred Alternative will be refined based
on public and agency input.

Click here to view all materials presented Tuesday night

Valuable feedback was received from attendees and will assist with the
development of the Refined Overall Preferred Alternative.

Over 200 people came out to view, comment and ask questions.

Once comments are received:

o

o

The meeting consisted of an open house followed by a presentation and a
question and answer period.

x

Display and seek feedback:

x

Preliminary Preferred Alternatives
Results of the evaluation
o Draft Effects Assessment Criteria
Discuss next steps in the process.

Provide an update on the project status.

x

The purpose of this second public meeting was to:

After July 12th

Click here to view all materials presented Tuesday night

Questions? Call us at 416-661-6600, ext. 5305

Submit your comments by July 12th
to: waterfront@trca.on.ca

Environmental Assessment process and we want
your feedback.

Public consultation is an integral part of the

Comment Period until July 12th

What's Next?

Like our page on Facebook:
Facebook.com/WaterfrontTRCA

Follow us on Instagram & Twitter:
@WaterfrontTRCA

Email us at: waterfront@trca.on.ca

Visit our website: www.trca.ca/swp

Stay Connected

Stay tuned for details!

We've heard these comments and will be
planning tours and events throughout the
summer.

why the preliminary preferred alternative was
selected for each segment.

Many members of the public expressed that tours
within the project area and other events would be
helpful in understanding the needs, issues and

Summer Events

Coming Soon!

NATURE FEATURE

Scarborough Waterfront Project.

Toronto and TRCA are committed to applying. Residents and visitors regularly use
Toronto’s trail system and creating a trail that allows everyone equal opportunity to
access the waterfront with independence and dignity is an important factor of the

Overall, planning with everyone in mind is a holistic approach that the City of

of Toronto trail guidelines to the greatest extent possible.

however, given the nature of the terrain of the Bluffs, it may not be achievable in
every section (i.e. Slope of the Doris McCarthy Tail). Consultation will be
undertaken so that the trail system meets the requirements of the AODA and City

The Scarborough Waterfront Project will consider AODA wherever possible;

wide mandatory standards for accessibility in all areas of daily life.

requirement to incorporate accessibility into trail design in Ontario. The Act was
enacted by the provincial government in 2005 to help make Ontario accessible to
people with disabilities and lays the framework for the development of province-

The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) formalizes the legal

Scarborough Waterfront Project seeks to further this goal.
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residents, many of whom are people with disabilities, are able to fully participate in
the social, cultural, recreational, economic and political life of the City.” The

and enjoyed by all, no matter of their age or physical ability. As stated in a City of
Toronto Accessibility Plan report: “Toronto is one of the most diverse cities in the
world and it has a long-standing goal of becoming an inclusive society where all

One of the major considerations of the Project is to create a connected trail system
along the waterfront that is accessible and inclusive; a trail that can be safely used

The Scarborough Waterfront Project aims to add to this City’s gem of greenspaces
by providing safe access along the Scarborough waterfront. Specifically, the
project aims to create an 11 km trail system from Bluffer’s Park to East Point Park.

covering 8,000 hectares, or roughly 13% of the City’s land area, with numerous
open spaces and 600 km of trails.

without having to travel for hours. The city contains more than 1,500 parks

Toronto’s green spaces provide residents with the opportunity to experience nature

FEATURE ARTICLE
An accessible
Scarborough Waterfront Trail
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the heads of chicks in some of the burrows. There are three in the middle of the
screen that are close to fledging and they are near the burrow entrance begging for

During recent breeding bird survey work, TRCA captured footage of thriving bank
swallow colonies residing along the west end of the Scarborough shoreline. Notice

The Scarborough Waterfront Project is also looking at ways that improve foraging
for bank swallows and other aerial insectivores such as improving substrates in the
nearshore area of Lake Ontario which will help boost insect productivity.

Bank swallows are also "aerial insectivores", meaning they fly through the air
foraging on flying insects.

evaluation on how the Alternative may impact Species at Risk. TRCA is working
with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry as part of the evaluation and
identification of a Preferred Alternative.

Each Alternative considered in the Scarborough Waterfront Project includes an

Endangered Species Act.

These swallows dig out burrows in the bank and build a nest at the end of the
burrow, so soils need to be soft enough for digging, but sturdy enough not to
collapse. They are a "threatened" Species at Risk and are protected under the

Bank swallows require vertical or near-vertical banks without vegetation to nest in.

Project Study Area.

Many areas along the Scarborough Bluffs have conditions that allow bank
swallows to nest and surveys have documented hundreds of burrows within the

Bank Swallows

For more information, visit www:trca.ca/swp

You asked for events, and they are here for you to enjoy over the summer!

Summer Events

fall.

2. A detailed assessment of the revised Overall Preferred Alternative
will be undertaken as the Detailed Effects Assessment.
3. The refined Overall Preferred Alternative and Detailed
Effects Assessment will be presented to the public for feedback in the

on public and agency input.

1. The Preliminary Overall Preferred Alternative will be refined based

period has closed:

Here are the next steps the Project Team will be taking now that the comment

Thank you to everyone who provided comments following the
2nd public meeting held on June 28th!

PROJECT UPDATE

Click here to view video:

food. Both parents bring food to the nestlings.

1. Take a photograph of ANYTHING along the waterfront

Here are three simple steps to take part:

The good news is that there is still time to participate in TRCA's
waterfront photo contest!

Do you have photos taken along GTA's
waterfront?

Congratulations Barry! We hope you enjoy your
TRCA/CVC day park pass.

Park displays the unique opportunities for
recreation that the Scarborough Bluffs and Lake
Ontario waterfront provide.

Barry's photo of a winter para sailor at East Point

#LakeOntWaterfront Photo Contest winner!

Congratulations to Barry Scheffer, our first

Photo Contest Winner!

Stay tuned to find out details as they are released.

There are more exciting events to come.

Click here to register for the East Point Park tour.

conditions and how the Project aims to help
protect and enhance this area.

Join us for a tour of the East Segment section of
the Scarborough Waterfront Project (Grey Abbey
to East Point Park). Learn about the current

Saturday, September 10, 2016
10:00 am - 11:30 am

East Point Park Tour (East Segment)

Click here to register for the Nature Walk.

natural features of the Bluffs.

Also learn how the Scarborough Waterfront
Project will be enhancing and protecting the

Navigate through East Point Park and learn
about native plants and look for signs and
sightings of birds and other wildlife.

Wednesday, August 31, 2016
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Nature Walk

Click here to register for the Bat Walk.

Join TRCA and Royal Ontario Museum staff to
learn about bats in the Scarborough Waterfront
Project Area.

Tuesday, August 16, 2016
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

Bat Walk

Tweet
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baseline data is the foundation for sound decision-making aimed at protecting and
enhancing the natural spaces and species in Toronto and region. The Scarborough
Waterfront Project is an excellent case in point.

The popular saying “You don’t know where you’re going until you know where
you’ve been” is a guiding principle for Toronto and Region Conservation’s
(TRCA) Environmental Monitoring and Data Management section. Collecting

FEATURE ARTICLE
Baseline Beginnings: Surveying species and
spaces for the Scarborough Waterfront Project
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2. Post to Instagram, Twitter or Facebook, using #LakeOntWaterfront
by September 5th, 2016
3. Tag & follow @WaterfrontTRCA and/or Facebook.com/WaterfrontTRCA

increasingly steep path. Unable to climb back up the Bluffs or safely descend, it
began sinking in that they were trapped. It took 30 emergency respondents, with
help from helicopter cameras and cell tower signals, to locate and rescue the
women.

from Rosetta McClain Gardens down to the beach on the shores of Lake Ontario in
Toronto’s east end. As they descended towards the lake—the sun high in the sky
and the heat soaring past 30 degrees—the brush thickened, concealing the

young woman stranded with two of her friends on the steep cliff face of the
Scarborough Bluffs. The three had followed a narrow path, likely cleared by deer,

At 12:15 p.m. on June 20, 2016, Toronto Fire Services received a call from a

By Catherine McIntyre, Torontoist

Balancing Access with Conservation in the
Scarborough Bluffs

Note: As we receive more questions, the Project Team will continue to update the
website with more questions and answers.

Click here to view all FAQs

How is the Project considering ANSIs and ESAs?
The waterfront can be accessed, so why is there a need to change anything?
How does shoreline protection improve the aquatic habitat?

Some questions include:

that everyone can view the answers to these common questions.

As a result, the Project Team created a new FAQ section on the Project website so

Project Team has received a few common questions from the public.

Throughout the consultation process for the Scarborough Waterfront Project, the

JUST RELEASED
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Click here to view results of baseline data.

They turn to TRCA’s Environmental Monitoring and Data Management section
to provide valuable baseline data regarding fish, wildlife, vegetation communities,
habitat features and ecological functions.

The Project team needs to understand local natural heritage features and
ecological functions in order to guide the Project.

safe public access to the shoreline, while respecting and protecting the significant
natural heritage and cultural features of the area.

The Scarborough Waterfront Project was launched in 2014 to create a system of
greenspaces along an 11 kilometre stretch of the Lake Ontario shoreline between
Bluffer’s Park and East Point Park in Toronto, Ontario. The Project aims to provide

Wednesday, September 21st, 2016
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Gardens to learn about bats. We hope you can
make it out (a few more spots are still available).

their knowledge on bats found in the
Scarborough Waterfront Project Area. Join us on
September 21st for a walk in Guild Park &

Unfortunately, the August 16th Bat walk was
cancelled due to weather, but Royal Ontario
Museum and TRCA staff are determined to share

Bat Walk

to learn about and celebrate water.

Fall Events

Click here to read full story

from people trying the get to the beach from the headlands, ignoring warning signs
of the unstable cliffs below. While the Bluffs are arguably Toronto’s most
impressive geological feature, there are a number of barriers, including the lack of
safe access, that prevent Torontonians from enjoying them.

The incident is not uncommon. Between 2011 and 2015, there were 142
emergency response incidents in the Scarborough Bluffs vicinity. Many calls come

Join East Scarborough Storefront for their festival

Saturday, September 17th, 2016
12:00 pm - 4:00 pm

WaterWise

Community Event

Click here to register.

dune restoration work that took place there too.

Experience nature at Bluffers Park and learn
about the previously completed wetland and

Saturday, September 24th, 2016
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Wetland Walk

Click here to register.
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Click here to register

Join us on Saturday, September 24th to learn how the City of Toronto and TRCA worked to
address water quality and habitat enhancement at Bluffer's Beach.

But have you ever wondered how Bluffer's Beach became and continues to be designated as a
Blue Flag Beach?

The Blue Flag is flown at eight of Toronto’s swimming beaches, one of them being Bluffer's
Beach. This international eco-label is awarded to beaches that meet high standards for water
quality, environmental management, environmental education, and safety and services.

September 24th | 10:00 - 11:30 a.m.

FEATURE EVENT
Wetland Walk @ Bluffer's Park
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Click here for more information

Come celebrate nature at the 7th Annual Salmon Festival at Highland Creek as they showcase the
salmon run in Morningside Park! Join experts for a guided hike through the park and enjoy the fall
colours and try to catch a glimpse of salmon swimming upstream.

Sunday, October 2nd, 2016
1:00 - 4:00 p.m.

7th Annual Salmon Festival at Highland Creek

Join East Scarborough Storefront for their festival to learn
about and celebrate water.

Saturday, September 17, 2016
12:00 - 4:00 p.m.

WaterWise

Community Events

Click here to register for the Wetland Walk

Also learn how the Scarborough Waterfront Project plans to enhance habitat and overall
waterfront experience at Bluffer's Park and Beach.

TRCA staff will be on hand to speak to the previously completed wetland and dune restoration
work that took place at Bluffer's Beach that helps the beach acquire Blue Flag designation.

TRCA undertakes annual fish community and aquatic habitat monitoring across the waterfront to
track the health of the aquatic system and measure changes over time...

Click here to read full story.

Recently I had the pleasure of accompanying TRCA’s Environmental Monitoring staff as they
conducted nighttime electrofishing surveys at Frenchman’s Bay in Pickering. It was an amazing
experience to join the team that ventures out into the lake at night, for two weeks out of
every summer, to monitor fish along the waterfront shore to fulfill on TRCA’s fish and aquatic
habitat monitoring program.

By: Lionel Worrell, TRCA

A night out electrofishing in Frenchman’s Bay, Pickering

Like our page on Facebook:
Facebook.com/WaterfrontTRCA

Follow us on Instagram & Twitter:
@WaterfrontTRCA

Email us at: waterfront@trca.on.ca

Visit our website: www.trca.ca/swp

Stay Connected

Click here to read full story.

As houses were feverishly built along the Bluffs, the rate of erosion further accelerated. Not only
are some residents losing up to 30 centimeters of their backyards each year, a wide variety of
native species are also losing their homes as the erosion destroys their habitats. If only there was
someone to help protect the Bluffs...

It’s been a hot summer, the sun is shining and the Scarborough Bluffs are standing tall above the
Lake Ontario shoreline. But they might not be for long. The Scarborough Bluffs in Toronto’s east
end are eroding at a rapid rate, increasing the likelihood of slope failure and damage to local
species’ habitats. Although the cliffs have been eroding since the 1940s, the view from atop the
Bluffs was too enticing to prevent people from further settling there.

By: Royal Ontario Museum

The TRCA Calls Upon Batman for Help

Team has heard throughout consultation is desired by the community.

stewards by providing a helping hand as part of future plantings – something the Project

the Study Area. There will also be opportunities for local community groups to be local

enhancements, staff will be incorporating native trees and shrubs strategically throughout

shoreline. TRCA is a leader in habitat restoration, and as part of natural area

local Project that can help mitigate the local impact EAB has had on Scarborough’s

But with every challenge there is an opportunity. The Scarborough Waterfront Project is a

saved. Their loss will forever alter Ontario’s tree canopy.

treatment and management plans, most trees infested by the voracious insect cannot be

down every year. While municipalities and conservation authorities have launched

to contend with how to best dispose with the thousands of trees being infected and cut

This presents many challenges for residents, businesses, and the municipalities who have

trees get infected by EAB.

species has destroyed millions of trees. Every year in the GTA, well over 100,000 ash

types of ash trees. Since 2002, when it was first discovered in Ontario, this invasive

the shade of stately Ash trees. The EAB is a beetle, native to Asia, that feasts on most

The Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) has devastated neighborhoods that were once bathed in
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areas of the Scarborough shoreline have recently been negatively impacted?

seen by all visiting the area. But have you ever noticed that the tree canopy along some

glistening vibrant blue body of water we call Lake Ontario - - a definite site that should be

showcasing a full spectrum of fall colours, alongside cascading cliffs that meets a

time of the year, is the Scarborough Bluffs - - providing us a striking view of plush trees

enjoy for only a few weeks out of every year. And what is even more breathtaking at this

Fall offers strikingly beautiful views of Ontario’s tree canopy, bringing an array of colours to

FEATURE ARTICLE
Emerald Ash Borer: A not so pretty pest

Share
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further details.

Project updates will continue to come your way via this newsletter, so stay tuned for

waterfront@trca.on.ca.

If you have any questions about the Project, feel free to contact us at

and complete the refinements to the Preferred Alternatives.

will continue to engage with local community groups and organizations throughout the fall

Team is now planning the next public meeting to be held in early 2017. The Project Team

While it was anticipated that a public meeting would be held in the fall of 2016, the Project

comments on the Project.

events as well. We thank all of those who have participated and provided further

events/information stations in the Study Area and participated in various local community

meeting with various political representatives, community associations, hosted seven

Project Team has undertaken additional community outreach over the summer and fall,

In addition, following the feedback we received from the June 28th public meeting, the

that were set out during the Terms of Reference phase.

stakeholders and community members, while still meeting the Objectives of the Project

Segment based on comments received and further consultation with agencies,

Waterfront Project has been working hard to refine the Preferred Alternative for each

Since the last public meeting held on June 28 , the Project Team for the Scarborough

Project Update

Check it out here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HB3ZVW0e7Vs

into valuable wood products.

and the Town of Richmond Hill, supporting an innovative effort to re-purpose infested trees

TRCA’s Partners in Project Green is working with the City of Toronto, the City of Markham

Did you know?

x

x

x

set up within the Study Area as well as the ongoing comments that are received.

Ongoing Consultation: This includes Project related events, information stations

Area.

communities that have established or asserted rights/and or interests in the Study

identified and consulted. The Scarborough Waterfront Project has identified 14

have an interest in the project, or that may be affected by the proposal must be

Indigenous Community Engagement: Various Indigenous Communities that

and allow the public to provide input.

project. The purpose of these meetings is to inform the public about the project,

meetings held throughout the terms of reference phase and EA phase of the

Public Information Centre Meetings: Public Information Centres are public

environmental, coastal & marine, hydrogeological and geotechnical.

TRCA, government agencies, and various engineering consultants -

Waterfront Project’s TAC includes technical experts from the City of Toronto,

streamline various agencies’ involvement in the project. The Scarborough

x

x

technical input and advice from various experts to the Project Team, and to

Technical Advisory Committee: The primary function of the TAC is to provide

the Terms of Reference phase and have been actively engaged since late 2014.

address various opportunities and issues that arise. This group was formed during

interest groups helping the Project Team understand different perspectives and

Stakeholder Committee: A non-political advisory group representing various

key stakeholders. They include:

There are various avenues the Project Team uses to actively consult with the public and

is the public consulted and how is their input considered?

ensure that concerns are identified early and addressed where possible. But how exactly

very serious component to the overall study as it protects the public interest and helps

Assessment (EA) process. An integral component to an EA is public consultation. It is a

The Scarborough Waterfront Project is a study that is following Ontario’s Environmental

Consultation Matters

We look forward to seeing you in early 2017!

Assessment (the assessment will identify the Alternative’s environmental impacts and

provide your comments. If you are not able to attend, the information presented at the

developed). We encourage you to attend this meeting to get the information you need to

mitigation measures, as well, monitoring and adaptive management strategies that will be

Project Team will present the Refined Overall Preferred Alternative and Detailed Effects

Facebook.com/WaterfrontTRCA

The third Public Information Centre meeting is anticipated to be held in early 2017. The

Email comments to: waterfront@trca.on.ca

Assessment and are included in the public record.

received are considered as part of the Environmental

team with comments or concerns. All comments

public are able to have their say by contacting the

As part of Ongoing Consultation, members of the

How you can contribute now?

presented at the second Public Information Centre held in June 2016.

continue along the top of the Bluffs. This suggestion was developed as an Alternative and

suggestions about connecting the trail over Grey Abbey Ravine to then have the trail

In addition, following the first Public Information Centre, the Project Team heard

forward and presented at the first Public Information Centre meeting held in January 2016.

top of the Bluffs at East Point Park. This option, along with the other Alternatives were put

option for the trail location in the East Segment, which had the trail move up and along the

Like our page on Facebook:

@WaterfrontTRCA

Follow us on Instagram & Twitter:

Email us at: waterfront@trca.on.ca

Visit our website: www.trca.ca/swp

Stay Connected

will also include a Project Story Map.

The new and improved website will make it easier to find information about the Project and

The Scarborough Waterfront Project website will be updated shortly.

New and Improved Website

Stay Tuned!

(from Grey Abbey Park to East Point Park). In order to find a balance between these
viewpoints and still meet the Objectives of the Project, the Project Team put forward a new

2016, the Project Team heard a range of viewpoints for the East Segment of the Project

Team by email at waterfront@trca.on.ca or by phone at 416.661.6600, ext. 5930.

Waterfront Project. Before the first Public Information Centre meeting held in January

In fact, consultation received thus far has already made a difference in the Scarborough

is tracked and then considered by the Project Team.

Project. Each comment received by email, information stations, meetings, workbooks, etc.,

To date, there have been over 1,500 comments received for the Scarborough Waterfront

If you have any questions or comments about the Project, feel free to contact the Project

proceeds.

it will be executed remain, and community input will be actively sought as the Project

While the Refined Overall Preferred Alternative is established, many decisions about how

meeting will be made available online immediately after the meeting for review.

is important for people to be able to view and experience nature, allowing unfettered

Torontonians and visitors are discovering East Point Park in increasing numbers. While it

popularity of birdwatching has made East Point Park a place to treasure and protect.

Coyotes as well as migratory birds. The growth of species to observe, paired with the

now they are common. There has also been an increase in the population of Eastern

there previously. A few decades ago, White-tailed Deer were rarely seen in this area, but

As a result, suitable habitat has been created for many animal species that weren’t found

process by which plant communities change over time.

itself. What we see today is actually the result of natural ecological succession – the

native vegetation, however, much of the changes that have occurred are due to nature

the site to a more natural state. This work has entailed soil remediation and planting of

Since taking over the ownership of East Point Park land, TRCA has taken steps to restore
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due to natural ecological succession.

East Point Park in 1990 (left) and in 2015 (right) - Note the increased number of trees and shrubs

by TRCA and managed by the City of Toronto.

Region Conservation, (TRCA, then MTRCA). Today the land at East Point Park is owned

companies. By 1974, these former industrial properties were transferred to Toronto and

Scarborough in 1911, by the 1950’s more parcels were purchased by private industrial

owned and undeveloped. While some land was transferred to the Township of

East Point Park has enjoyed an interesting past. During the 1800’s, the land was privately

area that we know today.

opportunities. Yet many might be surprised to learn the park was not always the natural

Lake Ontario from atop the Scarborough Bluffs and for an abundance of birdwatching

As one of Toronto’s natural wonders, East Point Park is known for its stunning views of

EAST POINT PARK
Looking back in time

Share

waterfront experience, fish habitat, vegetation, wildlife and protected areas.

Click on the different tabs to find out how the Project will effect enhancements to the

https://youtu.be/IsJ4LC0yaxM

viewing the following video:

Learn more about how the Project will protect and improve habitat at East Point Park by

The Scarborough Waterfront Project offers a wonderful opportunity to accomplish this.

access along a formalized trail system.

within the urban context. As partners, they’ve concluded the best way to facilitate access
while protecting the natural environment is to decommission informal trails and consolidate

contains various details about the Overall Preferred Alternative.

TRCA and the City of Toronto have extensive skill and experience managing natural areas

East Point Park offers stunning vistas and provides habitat for numerous species

the ecological integrity of East Point Park.

Failure to adapt to the increasing number of visitors would ultimately lead to the decline in

increases disturbance to plants and animals and promotes the spread of invasive species.

expansion of an informal network of trails which divide larger tracts of valuable habitat

access can eventually result in the degradation of natural habitat. Over time, the

One of the new features of our revamped website is the Project Map. This clickable map

Project Map

www.trca.ca/swp

Check out the new and improved website here:

easier for end-users to find exactly what they are looking for.

Scarborough Waterfront Project website. Information has been re-organized to make it

The Project Team is pleased to announce the launch of the new and improved

PROJECT UPDATE
New & Improved Website
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Photo Credit: Paul Xamin

chattering on the water.

breeder, they are very vocal and constantly

(depending on ice conditions). An Arctic

in sheltered areas like Bluffers Park

Find them in the waters off the shoreline and

LONG-TAILED DUCK

Waterfront Project Study Area:

to look out for these animals from afar that are commonly found in the Scarborough

If you are planning to explore the Scarborough Bluffs over the Holiday season, make sure

to see wildlife within a City setting.

Interest and Environmentally Significant Areas, providing the public various opportunities

The Scarborough Waterfront Project Study Area is home to Areas of Natural and Scientific

HOLIDAY NATURE WATCH

Share
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Click here to view Story Map

For all of the categories you can also zoom into the map to see even more features.

on one of these points to obtain more information.

Interest points on the map have been identified to provide specific examples. Simply click

foraging for and caching food for later.

and vocalize regularly so the flock stays

together.

largest gull in the Great Lakes and an excellent scavenger.

Spot them in the air, on the water or on the ice. The Great Black-Backed Gull is the

GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL

Photo Credit: Chris Henry

where they move up and down the trunk

tablelands. They forage in small flocks

Photo Credit: Chris Henry

Found in wooded areas on the
tablelands, especially with large trees

Generally found in wooded areas on the

WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH

BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE

CANADA GOOSE

vegetation, so look for them in areas
with lots of dogwood - a favourite food.
Photo Credit: USFWS

tablelands. Their red coat with whitetipped tail is prime at this time of year.
Photo Credit: USFWS

WHITE-TAILED DEER
In the winter, they eat strictly woody

RED FOX
They forage along the shoreline and on

Photo Credit: Gary Wilson

stay paired up through the winter.

water. Couples are monogamous and

grass to eat at Bluffer's Park) or in the

shore (especially if there is manicured

and ice conditions, they are viewable on

Not all migrate and depending on snow

Click here to view online Project Map

Study Area and their relative population size.

Click on the 'Wildlife' tab to see the different types of wildlife that have been located in the

the bank.

Photo Credit: Marc Dupis-Desormeaux

Find out more about Bank Swallows here:

evidence of them - their nesting burrows in

South America, but you can still see

the tropical climates of the Caribbean and

They are currently enjoying warm weather in

in the Study Area.

Bluffer's Park, which has the largest colony

the Scarborough Bluffs, especially at

Swallows are a special sight to see along

activity during this time of year, Bank

Although it is unlikely to see Bank Swallow

BANK SWALLOW

Photo Credit: Bart Von Bockstaele

details of the Overall Preferred Alternative for the Scarborough Waterfront Project.

If you haven't had a chance to look at the new Online Project Map, take a look to view the

water.

They are now underground and won't
emerge until spring.

mode and buried in substrates under the

Our only true hibernating land mammal.

SNAPPING TURTLE
These turtles are currently in hibernation

(or Woodchuck)

GROUNDHOG

Waterfront Project Study Area and deserve a mention.

hibernation or migrating mode, they are still a unique feature of the Scarborough

NEW ONLINE PROJECT MAP

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_p2m7LyjiZY&feature=youtu.be

SPECIAL MENTIONS
You won't be able to find these creatures over the holiday season, but whether in

Facebook.com/WaterfrontTRCA

Like our page on Facebook:

@WaterfrontTRCA
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Detailed Effects Assessment

Refined Overall Preferred Alternative

The Project Team wishes everyone a safe Holiday
Season and Happy New Year!

waterfront@trca.on.ca.

Until then, if you have any questions, feel free to contact us by email at

We look forward to seeing you in the New Year!

x

x

During this meeting, the following items will be presented for public review:

New Year, providing sufficient notice for everyone to be able to attend.

The Project Team will be announcing the date of the third Public Information Centre in the

PROJECT UPDATE

Summer 2015 landslide along the eastern section of Grey Abbey.

the hazard area along the Bluffs or which areas are at risk of collapse.

Project Team undertook an analysis of the slope failure factors to determine the extent of

infrastructure (such as water pipes), resulting in significant management challenges. The

land at the top of the Bluffs caused by this erosion can present risks to public use and

these slope faces overwhelms their ability to remain vertical. Landslides and the loss of

The Risk:
Over-steepened slope faces are unstable in the long term and eventually, the weight of

further up the slope.

bottom of the Bluffs (slope toe). This over-steepens the slope toe leading to instability

As the waters of Lake Ontario move against the Bluffs, material is washed away from the

ONE:
Wave action from Lake Ontario

Below lists a few different ways that the Power of Water
influences the Study Area.
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Bluffs, and the many habitats within them.

studied the landscape of the area and the processes that have created the beaches, the

The Project Team includes coastal and geotechnical engineering experts who have

Scarborough Waterfront Project (SWP).

the subsequent rate of erosion and associated risks, is an important consideration in the

Understanding how water has shaped and will continue to shape the landscape, including

groundwater seeps all along the Bluffs, evidence of water’s influence is everywhere.

of water. From the visible remnants of glacial lakes at Cathedral Bluffs Park to

Staring up at the magnificent Scarborough Bluffs, we are reminded of the incredible force

FEATURE ARTICLE
The Power of Water

Share

becomes a hazard when human use of the shoreline is considered.

The Risk:
While bluff slope failure is a natural process that contributes to the character of the site, it

Evidence of groundwater seepage is seen above where the Bluffs appear darker.

(landslides).

(ratio of sands, silts and clays) can play a significant role in surficial soil failures

with the influence of local topography (shape and height of the land) and soil composition

smaller role in erosion at the Scarborough Bluffs, but together these water sources, along

water from infiltrating into the soil. Groundwater seepage out of the slope face plays a

exacerbated in urban areas where impervious surfaces (roads and buildings) prevent

flow) from the tablelands as a result of precipitation, especially storm events, is

Soil erosion can also be caused by water coming off the land. Water runoff (or overland

TWO:
Water runoff and seepage

Bluffs).

instability further up the Bluff slope and ultimately loss of tableland (land at the top of the

This resulted in increased toe erosion and over-steepening which in turn led to increased

removed, there was nothing in place to help absorb the impact of the waves.

material before it reached the toe of the Bluffs. However, once this rocky material was

Prior to stonehooking, wave action from Lake Ontario would be buffered by the rocky

Between 1830 and 1930, this activity significantly altered the Scarborough Bluffs.

shallow areas of the lake for use in construction before we had gravel pits and quarries.

Stonehooking was a method of removing stone slabs and other rocky material from the

terms of wave action?

We’ve mentioned stonehooking before, but how does it impact the Study Area today in

INTERESTING HISTORICAL FACT

slope profile, produces failures in the forms of blocks and wedges calving off the slope

can be lost in a single event.

face during these melt periods. When this type of failure occurs, about 1-3 m of tableland

This extra “freeze-thaw” water pressure, in combination with an already oversteepened

activities by viewing the following video:

The Risk:
This process contributes significantly to surficial instabilities across much of the Bluffs.

ground and elevate the groundwater table.

in slope failures, especially when spring-time melt water and rain water seep into the

compresses. This expansion and compression process loosens the soil, which can result

water within the soil freezes resulting in expansion, but as the water melts, the soil

The freeze-thaw cycle is another major factor in soil erosion. During the colder months,

THREE:
Freeze-Thaw Cycle

surface water runoff is greater.

When vegetation is removed and replaced with impervious surfaces, the impact of

resulted in loss of vegetation at the top of Bluffs, which naturally helps mitigate erosion.

Learn more about how erosion has been influenced by both natural forces and by human

component of the SWP Environmental Assessment.

physical processes that occur within the Study Area and beyond is an essential

that together make up the dynamic system of the Scarborough Bluffs. Careful analysis of

coastal processes, shoreline and bluff erosion, human influences and the other variables

Sound Project decision-making is not possible without an in-depth understanding of

Pulling it all Together

The Scarborough Bluffs underwent rapid urbanization in the 1940s, with many areas that

Water expands about nine percent when it freezes.

were previously farmland becoming urbanized right to the edge of the Bluffs. This

INTERESTING HISTORICAL FACT

FUN FACT

Facebook.com/WaterfrontTRCA
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(How the Project will impact the Study Area)

Detailed Effects Assessment

(Considers the feedback received thus far)

Refined Overall Preferred Alternative

at waterfront@trca.on.ca.

Until then, if you have any questions or comments, feel free to contact us by email

x

x

During this next PIC, the following items will be presented for public review:

announce the date soon.

the next Public Information Centre (PIC) and hope to

The Project Team is working hard in preparation for

Public Information Centre #3

Stay tuned!

https://youtu.be/VYlSzfxopb0

WEST SEGMENT

a picnic or BBQ by the water, launch their boat or visit a restaurant with panoramic views

is a popular regional destination where those who wish to spend a day at the beach, have

Each Segment within the Study Area is quite different from the other. The West Segment

Existing Conditions of the West Segment

below Cudia Park.

the Meadowcliffe shoreline, and includes Bluffer’s Park sand beach and the shoreline

The first issue explores the West Segment, which stretches between Bluffer’s Park and

existing conditions, rationale for the Preferred Alternative, and more.

Project that will delve into each Segment of the Project. Discover information about the

This is the first of a three part series in Getting to Know the Scarborough Waterfront
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to study the different features and address the unique constraints within each Segment.

Since the Study Area is so large, it has been divided into three Segments to make it easier

to East Point Park in the east.

approximately 11 kilometers of Scarborough's shoreline between Bluffer's Park in the west

The Scarborough Waterfront Project is an Environmental Assessment (EA) Study covering

Getting to know the Scarborough Waterfront
Project

Share

Expansion [wide]).

Meadowcliffe shoreline: Alternative 1 (Headland-Beach), and Alternative 5B (Beach

Two Alternatives emerged as being preferred that would provide a trail connection to the

that were approved during the Terms of Reference phase (2014 - 2015) of the EA.

Each scenario was evaluated to determine which one best met the five Project Objectives

January 2016 Public Information Centre (PIC).

the West Segment. Click here to view all of these scenarios that were presented at the

"Do-Nothing" approach was also evaluated. In total, nine scenarios were considered for

configurations which were variations of the same conceptual design. In addition to this, a

A total of five distinct Alternatives were explored. Some Alternatives included sub-

shoreline.

opportunities to create safe public access between Bluffer’s Park and the Meadowcliffe

All Alternatives considered retaining the existing sand beach and provided different

Alternatives Explored

area also contains significant sand dune vegetation communities.

migratory birds nest in the hundreds on the bluffs just north of the east parking lot. This

One of the most significant species within the West Segment is the Bank Swallow. These

decades.

erosion risk line. In addition, the Cudia Park bluff will start to self-stabilize over several

(depending on the lake level, time of year, etc.), you would need to walk within the bluff

walk/wade directly below the Cudia Park bluff to access the Meadowcliffe shoreline

passage along this stretch is currently not possible. While you may be able to occasionally

bluff failure (the red line in the map below shows the area of risk from slope failures). Safe

While the public are actively using the eastern end of Bluffer’s Beach, there is still risk of

to the water’s edge along the top of the bluffs.

areas (as shown with the turquoise line in the map below). There is limited public access

The existing Waterfront Trail is set-back from the water and winds through residential

Interest (ANSI) as indicated in green shading in the map below.

designated as an Environmentally Significant Area (ESA) and Area of Natural Scientific

Bluffer’s Park Beach is designated as a Blue Flag Beach, and the bluffs and tablelands are

pedestrian/cycling routes for most of its length.

Bluffer's Park along Brimley Road, which is very steep and lacks separated

of the Scarborough Bluffs Marina may do so. There is only one entrance and exit to

5B Beach Expansion (wide)

Preferred Alternative

Contact Us

Have questions or comments about the
West Segment?

enable the trail connection to Meadowcliffe.

30-40 years), the Project Team will explore opportunities to add sand to this area to

While it will take a considerable amount of time for the sand to accumulate (approximately

also benefit aquatic communities.

A benefit of this Alternative is the reduction of dredging at the marina entrance, which will

Meadowcliffe.

include an extension to the existing trail north of the expanded beach to meet

existing headland at the east end of Bluffer’s Park will be expanded. This Alternative will

These concepts will be presented to the public at PIC#3.

this Alternative, a headland will be constructed at the Meadowcliffe shoreline and the

Brimley Road.

into Lake Ontario between Bluffer’s Park and Meadowcliffe (see image below). To achieve

Alternative 5B includes the expansion of the existing beach by approximately 60 metres

for the West Segment.

The Project Team is also looking to create a plan for pedestrian and cycling access along

diversity of fish habitat, especially for cold water species, are being outlined.

enhancements, including improvements that target birds and butterflies and increased

account the comments received since PIC #2 held in June 2016. In addition to this, habitat

The Project Team is currently finalizing the Refinements to the Alternative, taking into

Refined Alternative

beach, Alternative 5B Beach Expansion (Wide) was identified as the Preferred Alternative

designation, and that comments received supported an expansion of the

Considering that the area currently supports the criteria to meet a Blue Flag Beach

proposes to extend the Blue Flag Beach further east to create the trail connection.

sand beach along the very eastern section of beach. Alternative 5B on the other hand

Beach system at the base of Cudia Bluffs Park would result in a small loss of the existing

Preferred Alternative for public feedback for PIC #2. Alternative 1 proposing a Headland-

The Project Team further reviewed these two Alternatives in order to provide one

Improvement project was to improve beach water quality for wildlife and for swimmers at

Redirecting stormflow from parking lot into wetland and away from beach;
With community involvement planting dune and wetland areas; and
Installing a fence along the trail.

x
x

x

x

Enhancement of diversity in the existing backshore wetland;

awarded Blue Flag Status in 2011 and continues to be regularly awarded it

Significant improvement of water quality such that the Bluffer’s Park beach was

The benefits of the project include:

Creating beach dunes and small wetland features;
x

a slow rate through a series of wetlands;

Building a small dyke at the base of the bluffs to hold back water and release it at

the swimming area;

Directing water flows within the marsh to the east end of the beach, away from

basins;

the swimming beach, with any storm overflows being directed to infiltration

Creating a dune system at the marsh edge as a barrier to water discharging onto

capacity;

Deepening the existing marsh behind the beach to increase its water retention

x

x

x

x

x

and 0.3 hectares of restored beach dune. The work included:

solution included two hectares of restored wetland within a 3 hectare wetland complex

had previously been flowing directly into Lake Ontario. This tertiary water treatment

The City and TRCA created a dune and wetland system to hold and infiltrate runoff that

visitor access to the east end of the park.

Bluffer’s Park Beach, enhance marsh and dune habitat in the area, and provide better

public swimming due to high levels of E. coli bacteria. The goal of the Wetland

In 2008, TRCA worked with Toronto Water to develop a solution to the water quality

since 2011 it has met the PWQO's over 90% of the time.

Improved trail connection to the beach area.

x

Bluffer's Park Blue Flag Beach

challenges at Bluffer’s Park Beach. Prior to this work, the beach was often closed to

Management of storm flows; and

x

DID YOU KNOW?

Provincial Water Quality Objectives (PWQO's) for only 21% of the swimming season;

Control of invasive species;

x

As an illustration of water quality improvement, in 2005 Bluffer’s Park Beach met the

Increased stormwater infiltration;

x
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unsafe conditions. Signs have been posted (see image below).

asked to temporarily refrain from recreational use of the Bluffs and shoreline during these

route and the Doris McCarthy Trail due to public safety. Additionally, the public is being

time please be advised that there is no public access to the Guild construction access

Join us on social media!

Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

contact the Project Officer or the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Changes’ Freedom of

For more information on the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Changes’ process, please

TRCA’s Information and Privacy Officer at 416-661-6600 extension 5264.

submitting your comment. Questions about the collection of information should be directed to

The risk of landslides along the Bluffs and shoreline erosion is a real concern - - at this

would like your personal information to remain confidential, kindly make this request when

Lake Ontario shoreline while high water levels and strong winds persist.

freedom of information Acts to which TRCA and other government agencies are subject to. If you

and Municipal agencies for the purpose of transparency, and may be released if required under the

released. Personal information received during the EA process may be disclosed to Government

meetings, etc.), become part of the Environmental Assessment (EA) record that is publically

*Formally submitted comments received via email, meetings, workbooks, and verbal (events,

Facebook.com/WaterfrontTRCA

Like our page on Facebook:

@WaterfrontTRCA

Follow us on Instagram & Twitter:

TRCA asks all residents, especially children, to continue to exercise caution along the

and erosion along the shoreline.

waves onto shore, particularly from the south-east direction, may cause continued flooding

continue over the next month. The combination of high lake level and strong winds blowing

TRCA advises that the Lake Ontario water levels are currently elevated and expected to

Landslides and Shoreline Erosion along the
Bluffs

Share

*Email us at: waterfront@trca.on.ca

Visit our website: www.trca.ca/swp
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image below).

edges of the Bluffs, the path edge can slide at any moment under these conditions (see

This poses a risk to users as the edges of the paths are being compromised, just like the

trail. This washout is not always visible while standing on the trail, if water levels are high.

and wave action. This erosive activity can create wash out on the lakeside edge of the

for access along the shoreline, it has been experiencing erosion from the high water levels

While the existing construction access route along the base of the Bluffs is frequently used

weather with multiple landslides in the Study Area (see images below).

In the month of April alone, TRCA staff have seen firsthand the effects of springs wet

these showers bring the potential for landslides to occur along the Scarborough Bluffs.

The GTA is experiencing a wet spring. Although this is great for our natural environment,
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and in areas where access is temporarily being prohibited for your safety.

these conditions, paths are being eroded, as well as the beach. Signs have been posted

The Bluffs have become saturated with water and landslides are more likely to occur in

Scarborough Bluffs and waterfront areas.

The Project Team would like to caution the public who walk along or up/down the

a now drastic eroded shelf created by the wave action (see image below).

levels. Where there was once a gentle slope to the water's edge, in many locations is now

Additionally, many of the beaches within the Project Area have been affected by the water

7:00 – 7:30 pm: Presentation

7:30 – 8:30 pm: Expert Panel Q&A

8:30 – 9:00 pm: Closing & Discussion

x

x

x

All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property
location – is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for
the purpose of transparency and consultation.The information is collected under the authority of the
Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is
available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact

This is the final PIC that is proposed prior to release of the EA document for your review.

the Project webpage: www.trca.ca/swp.

Assessment Act. The SWP ToR and all Project background information can be found on

being carried out according to the ToR and the requirements of the Environmental

the Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Scarborough Waterfront Project. This study is

On December 15, 2015 the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change approved

PROJECT BACKGROUND

required to participate in the event, we ask that you contact us in advance.

discuss your accommodation requirements. Please note that if accessible washrooms are

If you require accommodation in order to participate in the PIC, please contact us to

3:30 – 7:00 pm: Open House

x

Meeting Agenda:
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Date: Wednesday, June 28, 2017
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• 3:30 -7:00 pm: Open House
• 7:00-7:30 m: Presentation

Meeting Agenda:

• Address: 100 Brimley Road S., Scarborough,

• Location: Cardinal Newman High School

• Time: 3:30 - 9:00 p.m.

• Date: Wednesday, June 28,2017

Meeting Details:

Meeting Purpose: To present and obtain input on refinements to the Preferred
Alternative and the detailed assessment of environmental effects in advance of
the release of the Draft Environmental Assessment for review.

Scarborough Waterfront Project.

TRCA invites you to attend the next Public Information Centre for the

June 28th I 3:30 - 9:00 PM
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the Project Officer or the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change’s Freedom of Information and
Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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property location -is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Envlronm811t and Climate

Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

information, please contact the Project Officer or the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change's

general public unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more

Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the

that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of

of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record

Change for the purpose of transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority

All personal information included in a submission- such as name, address, telephone number and

refined will be presented on June 28th.

This is the final PIC that is proposed prior to release of the Draft EA document for
review.

On December 15, 2015 the Minister of 1he Environment and Climate Change
approved the Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Scarborough Waterfront Project. This
study is being carried out according to the ToR and the requirements of 1he
Environmental Assessment Act. The SWP ToR and all Project background
information can be found on the Project webpage: www.trca.ca!swp.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

washrooms are required to participate in the event, we ask that you contact us
in advance.

If you require accommodation in order to participate in the PIC, please contact
us to discuss your accommodation requirements. Please note that if accessible

• 7:30- 8:30 pm: Expert Panel Q&A
• 8:30 - 9:00 pm: Closing & Discussion

An overview of general comments we heard and how the Alternative was

upcoming public meeting.

Click here to view the map of the Refined Alternative In preparation of the

Send comments
to: waterfront@trca.on.ca

are welcome by July 12th.

materials presented at the PIC
(refined Preferred Alternative
and Effects Assessment)

All comments in response to the
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PIC will be made available
online to view following the
meeting at: www.trca.ca/swp.
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refinements to the Preferred Alternative and the detailed assessment of

The purpose of this third public meeting was to present and obtain input on

held during the Terms of Reference phase).

Assessment phase of the Project that began in January 2016 (prior meetings were

This was the third public meeting that took place during the Environmental

the Scarborough Waterfront Project Environmental Assessment!

Thank you to everyone who attended Wednesday's Public Information Centre for
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City deputations can be made at this point in time

Ministry of Environment and Climate Change)

City of Toronto Executive Committee (to seek approval to submit Final EA to

Fall 2017

Draft EA Submission

Summer 2017

TRCA delegations can be made here

TRCA Authority Board (to seek approval to submit Draft EA)

July 28, 2017

Following this, the next anticipated steps are:

Draft EA document.

Once the comments have been gathered, the Project Team will work to finalize the

NEXT STEPS

Click here for fillable comment form.

waterfront@trca.on.ca

Submit your comments by July 12th to:

process and we want your feedback.

integral part of the Environmental Assessment

Team by July 12th. Public consultation is an

Make sure to get your comments in to the Project

Until July 12th

COMMENT PERIOD

Click here to view all materials presented at the Meeting

Panel Q&A discussion that will assist the team in finalizing the Draft EA.

Valuable feedback was received from attendees at both the Open House and

questions.

Approximately 200 people came out to view Project information, comment and ask

opportunity to return back to the Open House.

minute presentation and one hour panel Q&A. Members of the public then had the

The meeting consisted of an Open House from 3:30 - 7:00 p.m. followed by 30

Assessment for review.

environmental effects in advance of the release of the Draft Environmental
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Submit your comments online at: https://trca.ca/conservation/green-

x

centres/#newpic

infrastructure/scarborough-waterfront-project/public-information-

Email your comments at waterfront@trca.on.ca; or,

x

ways:

Comments can be submitted to the Project Team by July 12th in the following

Wednesday, July 12th.

This is a reminder that the deadline to submit comments relating to PIC#3 is

and we want your feedback.

Public consultation is an integral part of the Environmental Assessment process
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PIC#3 Comment Period
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2018 - 2019
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NOTICE

If you would like to make a delegation in regard to the Scarborough Waterfront
Project to the Authority on July 28th, complete the Request for Delegation Form

Like our page on Facebook:

Facebook.com/WaterfrontTRCA

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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the TRCA webpage.

@WaterfrontTRCA

July 19th (to make the regular agenda)
July 26th (to make the added agenda)

x
x

The deadlines for delegation confirmation/correspondence submission are:

contact the CEO’s Office at 416-661-6600, extension 5264.

Should you have any further questions regarding the delegation process please

Stranks at kstranks@trca.on.ca.

or in addition to making a delegation, please send an electronic copy to Kathy

If you would like to submit a correspondence item to be on the agenda, on its own

found here: https://trca.ca/about/boards-committees/delegation-information/

28th. The agenda for this meeting will become available on Friday, July 21st on

The Scarborough Waterfront Project will be going to the Authority on Friday, July

TRCA Authority Meeting: July 28th

Follow us on Instagram & Twitter:

Email us at: waterfront@trca.on.ca

Visit our website: www.trca.ca/swp
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THE STUDY
TRCA has undertaken the Scarborough Waterfront Project EA for the area along
the Lake Ontario shoreline between Bluffer’s Park and East Point Park in Toronto,

The EA will be finalized and formally submitted to the Ministry of Environment and
Climate Change later this year.

Minister of the Environment and Climate Change on December 15, 2015, the
Scarborough Waterfront Project is releasing the Draft Environmental Assessment
(EA) for stakeholder and agency review and comment in advance of the formal
submission to the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for review and
approval.

The Toronto and Region Conservation (TRCA) has completed the Scarborough
Waterfront Project. As required under section 6.2(1) of the Environmental
Assessment Act and according to the Terms of Reference approved by the

Scarborough Waterfront Project

for the

NOTICE OF DRAFT SUBMISSION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Share

View this email in your browser

The Draft EA will be available for public review and comment from August 17,
2017 to October 2, 2017. All comments are to be submitted to TRCA at the
physical address or email address below and will be responded to in the Final EA.

significant natural and cultural features of the Bluffs, enhance the terrestrial and
aquatic habitat, and provide a safe and enjoyable waterfront experience.

Ontario. The vision of the Scarborough Waterfront Project is to create a system of
greenspaces along the Lake Ontario shoreline which respect and protect the

All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property
location – is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for
the purpose of transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the
Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is

Pour recevoir ces renseignements en français, veuillez communiquer avec nous à
l'addresse suivante: waterfront@trca.on.ca

If you have any questions or need further information about this Project, please
contact the Scarborough Waterfront Project Team.

Anyone wishing to provide comments on the Draft EA must submit comments
by October 2, 2017 to:
Nancy Gaffney
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
101 Exchange Avenue, Vaughan, Ontario L4K 5R6
waterfront@trca.on.ca

135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
416-314-8001/1-800-461-6290

Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
Environmental Approvals Access and Service Integration Branch

416-326-6700 / 1-800-810-8048

North York, ON M2M 4J1

Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
Central Region Office – Toronto District Office
5775 Yonge St., 8th floor

Toronto, ON M1M 1P1
416-396-8916

Cliffcrest Library
3017 Kingston Road

Guildwood Library
123 Guildwood Parkway
Toronto ON M1E 4V2
416-396-8872

Morningside Library
4279 Lawrence Avenue West
Toronto, ON M1E 2S8
416-396-8881

Toronto City Clerk’s Office
City of Toronto, Registry Services
City Hall, 1st Floor West
100 Queen Street West
Toronto, ON M5H 2N2
416-392-7063

TRCA Eastville Office
1 Eastville Avenue
Toronto, ON M1M 2N5
416-392-9720

Vaughan, ON L4K 5R6
416-661-6600

Toronto and Region Conservation
Head Office
101 Exchange Avenue

The draft EA is also available for review in hard copy at the following
locations during normal business hours:

Click here to view the Draft EA

The Draft EA can be accessed online at: www.trca.ca/swp
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